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The years after 1900 saw the emergence of the "neo-
populist" tradition as a leading tendency of economic
thought in the study of the Russian peasantry. By the
1920s Aleksandr Vasil'evich Chayanov had become one of
the most influential spokesmen of this tradition. His school
was dispersed in 1930. But in the Western study of modern
peasantries, his work is once more increasingly influential.
The article considers Chayanov's place in the development
of economic thought and of political controversy, and tries
to locate this in the context of the history of the Russian
peasantry itself. Problems and theories in the allocation of
labour supplies are particularly examined. Finally, we raise
the question of ideology in economic thought.

Introduction
We know hardly anything about Chayanov's early years. He

was born in 1888, began his professional career in Moscow, and
published his first works in 1909 at the age of twenty-one. His
reputation as an agricultural economist rose rapidly, and in 1919
he was appointed director of the Seminar (later Institute) of
Agricultural Economy at the Timiryazev Agricultural Academy in
Moscow; he was considered as a founding member of Gosplan,
but was excluded at the last minute.1 He gathered around him
an illustrious body of researchers; his two closest associates were
A. N. Chelintsev and N. P. Makarov, but there were others — for
example V. S. Nemchinov and A. L Vainshtein — who later
became more famous than Chayanov himself. For a time Chayanov
was closely associated with N. D. Kondrat'ev. The early and middle
1920s were Chayanov's period of pre-eminence in his field; from
then on, he and his associates came under increasing political
pressure and polemical attack from the side of the Soviet govern-
ment. In 1930 many of them, including Chayanov, Makarov and
Kondrat'ev, were arrested and charged as wreckers and leaders
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of a counter-revolutionary organisation — the so-called Labour
Peasant Party.2

Why is Chayanov important for us today? Chayanov belonged
to the neopopulist tradition; that is, the Russian populist tradition
in social science and rural statistical, agronomic and extension
work, which can be dated roughly from the turn of the century
with the appearance of particular works by Chernenkov, Shcher-
bina, Kosinsky and others, and the first organisations and confer-
ences of rural statisticians and medical health officials. The term
'neopopulist' was first used by L. N. Litoshenko, a relatively
conservative critic of Chayanov's school, to describe the tradition
to which it belonged [Litoshenko, 1923: 4-8]; subsequently Soviet
Marxists took up the term in the same sense.

The neopopulist tradition emphasised the viability of peasant
agriculture and its ability to survive and prosper under any cir-
cumstances. For the peasantry had no necessary tendency to
develop the increasing economic inequalities and class antagonisms
of bourgeois industrial society; there was no tendency to create
increasing groups of rich and poor or landless peasants with a
more and more unstable group of middle peasants in between. The
village was an overwhelmingly homogeneous community, able
constantly to reproduce itself both economically and socially.
Consequently, Chayanov saw the modernisation of traditional small
farming as lying along neither a capitalist nor a socialist road, but
as a peasant path of raising the technical level of agricultural
production through agricultural extension work and cooperative
organisation, at the same time conserving the peasant institutional
framework of the family small-holding. This vision of the future
has important political implications, both in the Soviet context
of the 1920s and today in the context of modem underdevelopment.

One can, I think, put the modern significance of Chayanov's
work as follows. Since the early 1960s a definite shift has occurred
in the focus of the Cold War within the underdeveloped world.
This shift has tended partly to replace military confrontation with
a variety of 'hearts and minds' campaigns directed by various
Western agencies and aimed at the rural bases of political power,
mostly in South and South-East Asia; it has brought to these
parts of the world armies of agronomists and technicians and
the High Yielding Varieties Programmes of the 'Green Revolution'.
As a result the recipient countries have experienced substantial
growth in particular areas of the agricultural sector itself; there has
been a stimulus to agrarian inequality and social tensions which
has created all kinds of unexpected and disparate phenomena —
populist anti-hoarding campaigns, sporadic village terrorism, move-
ments of national liberation. It has been demonstrated in a number
of ways that the future of peasant agriculture in the world is again
in the balance. This is an important reason for the recent expansion
of peasant studies in the West, and the Western republications
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and translations of Chayanov's work.3 For it appears that Chayanov
and the Soviet experience with cooperative and collective farming
are once more being added to the political scales.

Today's assessment of Chayanov is a difficult phenomenon fully
to grasp. In the Soviet Union the judgement of 1930 remains as
a tragic and lasting heritage of the Stalin era.4 Western writers,
however, have had to make their minds up all over again, with
Chayanov's work only recently available. Some reviewers have
simply valued the basic insights of his work, while expressing
willingness to discard some others of his ideas [Domar, 1968;
Millar, 1970; Shanin, 1972: 101-109]. A less grudging and more
general tendency regards the insights as something more — as the
signposts left by an innovator who was already moving towards
a fully fledged, though today still undefined theory of peasant
economy [Wolf, 1966: 14-15; Thorner, 1966; Kerblay, 1966; Clark,
1967; Kerblay, 1971; Thorner, 1971; Shanin, 1973: 66, 72, 78].

The aim of this paper is to argue that these assessments are
insufficiently critical; the flaws and confusions, including the in-
herited ones are systematic to Chayanov's work. Indeed to suggest
otherwise belittles his place in history. For his writings are more
than just a number of elements, from which true insights may be
retained and confusing ones discarded; and more than just a point
of transition on the way to something better. Chayanov's work is a
unified perception of agricultural reality, and deserves to be treated
as such.

This means remembering that Chayanov's work is located within
a definite tradition of thought that had a definite social standpoint.
Such a standpoint, maintained in the face of a changing peasant
economy, can be observed in the logic of Chayanov's innovation;
in the axioms which he discarded and those he replaced them
with. This logic is the logic of ideology, and is found not intern-
ally but outside, in the particular relations of the real world to
which it refers.

The scope of the present paper, however, is restricted to the
most basic questions of resource allocation raised in Chayanov's
work: how do peasant households allocate their labour-power?
Are inequalities generated in peasant societies as a result? If the
answer is yes, then between whom do these inequalities exist,
and under what conditions? The approach of this paper is as
follows.

Firstly, we shall look at some basic neopopulist theories of
peasant decision-making; secondly, we shall examine some derived
theories of agrarian evolution and development, in the context of
fundamental neopopulist assumptions and the statistics which they
brought to bear. Thirdly, we shall look at a strategic point of con-
flict between Marxist and neopopulist economics — the allocation
of labour — and consider how assumptions, theories and agricul-
tural reality fit together. Finally, we shall come to some brief
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conclusions about the nature of neopopulist economic thought, in
particular Chayanov's.

1. Neopopulist Theories of Resource Allocation
The discussion on resource allocation in peasant economy, which

continued through the 1920s, constantly referred back to the
statistical output and tthe derived concepts of the pre-revolutionary
decades. Partly no doubt there was an inevitable lag between the
production and absorption of new statistics; partly it also reflects
the fact that much that was clear before the revolution was later
unclear. The situation within the peasant economy of N.E.P. was
in many ways confused and unstable, and meanwhile it was per-
haps felt as important to establish a way of looking at the peasantry
of a capitalist country as to define its position in the economy
of the transition period. In fact it was from such a basis that
Chayanov and the Marxists sought to derive their different agrarian
policies for the 1920s. Here, however, we are concerned with that
theoretical basis itself.

The 1870s were the starting point of almost all serious study
of the Russian peasantry. During the 1870s the basic apparatus
was established for the collection and processing of data about
the peasant economy — the zemstvo statistics. The discoveries
which began to be documented from this decade revolutionised
many concepts and theories. The theory of peasant economy con-
structed by Chayanov and his school came together from two
distinct sources: the first source was the discovery, established
from the 1870s onwards, that peasant economic behaviour in the
Russian countryside was not consistent with the simple allocation
models of classical political economy which were based on the
categories of wages, profits and rent. Peasants appeared not to
maximise profits nor to equate marginal money costs with marginal
money revenues; when all goods and labour were valued at local
market prices and wages, peasants often engaged in rented land
transactions and allocated labour between activities in such a way
that neither the net return per day worked nor the net surplus per
year were maximised. So in this first sense, the origins of Chay-
anov's school were highly concrete, and were concerned with the
solution of technical problems of the 'allocation of resources'.
Indeed, the collective title preferred by Chayanov's adherents at
the Timiryazev Academy in the 1920s was the organisation of
production school.

On the other hand, what distinguished Chayanov's school from
all others interested in agrarian resource allocation was its highly
specific theoretical position, characteristic of neopopulist social
science, which is summed up in a secondary meaning of the
organisation of production. In the works of the organisation of
production school, the organisation of production also means the
peasant's activity of economic organisation (or resource alloca-
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tion), guided by a peasant rationality, which makes the peasant
farm a fundamental organism of the national economy [Chayanov,
1912-13: Vyp. I: pp. VII, X; Makarov, 1920: 37-38, 78]. To under-
stand the peasant farm as such an organism, it was necessary first
and last to consider the internally generated needs and resources
of the peasant family, the social unit on which the peasantry
was based. This meant abstracting from the external conditions
of peasant agriculture — the tendencies of international and inter-
regional trade and urban expansion — instead taking an individ-
ualist or subjective approach to the problems of farm organisation
within a given economic environment [Chayanov, 1966: 44-45].

The micro-economic justification for analysing the family econ-
omy in isolation lay in the assertion that the basic peculiarity of
the peasant economy was the virtual absence of a labour market;
the family farm was operated by unpaid family labour. The basic
model can be put as follows. Every given family has an on-farm
balance of needs and resources. The needs are present and future
family consumption needs. The resources are primarily family
labour supplies which are given by the size and composition of
the family. Complementary factors (land and capital) are in
variable supply through land and capital markets and on-farm
accumulation.5 We can define the resulting family equilibrium of
supply and demand graphically — the so-called 'labour-consumer
balance'.

Taking a family of given size and structure, with given tastes
and facing given prices, assume an autonomous improvement in
the technical conditions of production. Labour productivity per day
worked is improved by dp. If the number of days worked in the
year is held constant at n0, and the level of the marginal, disutility
of labour is held constant with it, then the resulting increase in
annual income under these conditions is measured by nodp. This
also measures the rightward shift in the MD schedule. However,
it will not normally measure the equilibrium value of dx when n
is variable. For as total income increases, the marginal utility of
income falls and the number of days worked per year must be
reduced to maintain the marginal conditions. In this case

dx < nodp
Since n0 is equal to (xo/po), we can rewrite this expression as

dx p
— • — < 1
dp x

That is, the elasticity of demand for annual income with respect
to income per day worked is less than unity: our familiar friend
the backward-sloping supply curve of labour.

Model 1 is a pre-Chayanov version with a long history (but
remember that Chelintsev and others continued to use it right up to
the end of the 1920s). In Model 1 the family has a given level of
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Model 1 : 'subsistence' theory

X annual farm income, roubles

, Model 2: Jevons - Chayanov ' u t i l i t y theory

MU MD.

annual farm income, roubles

Diagram The labour-consumer balance
Symbols

MU marginal utility of income: a function of prices of goods consumed
and invested, of individual preferences, and of family size standard-
ised in terms of the adult male consumer.

MD marginal disutility of labour: a function of prices of goods pro-
duced, of material resources per man and of techniques of produc-
tion (i.e. physical productivity per day worked), and of family
size standardised in terms of the adult male worker.
[For the influence of family size and composition in terms of
consumers and workers, see 'Evolution of the farm' below.]

p value return to labour per day worked.
n days worked per year per farm.
x annual farm income, roubles (x = p.n).
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culturally determined wants; therefore there is a vertical MU
schedule at x0 on the x-axis which measures the family require-
ments. Labour may have increasing marginal disutility, but the
subsistance requirement must be achieved at any cost. The demand
for family income is therefore inelastic with respect to both the
disutility of labour and the return per day worked. For nodp g o,
dx = o and the supply curve of labour slopes so far backward that
it is horizontal. For subsistence, Chelintsev [1918 : 8] wrote, is a
'definite level of family consumption at a given time and place', a
'minimum which powerfully dictates' economic behaviour. Moreover
this level of subsistence,

'in spite of the human tendency to "seek after improvement", cannot be
rapidly raised when the addition of incremental means [of subsistence]
is associated with further expenditures of labour. . . Therefore the level
of consumption of the family . . . found on average in each particular
locality, is a constant magnitude for the given time. . . .6

This remains, formally at least, a passage abstracted from
Chelintsev's work; his writings are deficient in such features of
model-building as consistently stated assumptions and hypotheses,
but this is part of his major working theory.

Model 2 however is taken directly from one of Chayanov's earliest
works, published in 1913. This date marks his transition from Model
1 which he had used in a work of the previous year [Chayanov,
1912-13 : Vyp. II, pp. VII-IX; cf. Chayanov, 1966 : 79-89]. Both
these early works were concerned with the question: why do the
peasants of Moscow and Smolensk provinces cultivate flax, which
yields a value return per day worked lower than for most other
crops (and sometimes lower than the local market day-wage)?
Between one volume and the next, Chayanov had read Jevons's
The Theory of Political Economy, and was now bringing the English
utilitarian counter-revolution against Ricardo and Marx home to
Russian agrarian economics. In Model 2, the MU schedule is no
longer vertical but downward-sloping, so that a shift to the right in
the MD curve, proportional to an increase in the value productivity
per day worked, results in an increase in family equilibrium income
which is positive but less than proportionate:

dx p
0 < — . — < 1

dp x

The positive but less than unitary elasticity of demand for income
is expressed in Chayanov's remark [1966 : 80] that "the rate of
increment of the budget considerably lags behind the rate of incre-
ment of labour productivity . . . the annual intensity of labour
declines under the influence of better pay."7 Note that Chayanov
explicitly rejected the 'reproach' that he believed in fixed subsis-
tence; in the analysis of consumer budgets, he wrote.
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'the consumption rates we have quoted are precisely real rates of con-
sumption and by no means a quantitative expression of demands them-
selves as such. Speaking generally, the demand for any product for
personal consumption cannot be expressed by any one figure; and if,
generally speaking, it can be expressed in figures, then it is in the form
of a whole scale of consumption rates which corresponds to the gradual
satiation of demand and its extinction." [Chayanov, 1966: 131J.

dx p
The condition 0 < — . — < 1

dp x

shows that peasants neither aim at a unique subsistence level of
income (Model 1), nor maximise income per time period ("crude
materialism"); they seek to maximise the net utility of income and
leisure. Hence the cultivation of labour-intensive flax in the land-
hungry provinces of Moscow and Smolensk is explained by high
marginal utilities and disutilities.

This refers to current decisions; what about the long period?
Model 1 was taken to be unambiguous on this point — the peasant
family is motivated only to achieve the desired level of consumption,
which is actually achieved, and therefore "the whole annual income
of the farm is consumed". [Chelintsev, 1918 : 125]. Where marginal
utility is downward-sloping, however, wants are not entirely satis-
fied, and there is a rationale for net savings and investment which
can be analysed in the marginalist framework, through time-pre-
ference. Unfortunately, Chayanov did not understand time-prefer-
ence, and the chapter of "Peasant Farm Organization" which deals
with this subject is one of the most opaque passages in the
literature. However it may be ultimately discerned that Chayanov
fell back to the Model 1 criterion: optimum gross savings equals
capital consumption. The family aims at 'a sufficient level of well-
being in future years', and usually this will also equal the initial
level. That means accepting,

'—though this does not always correspond with everyday reality — that
available income is divided according to the equilibrium of production
and consumption evaluations or, more accurately, a desire to maintain
a constant level of well-being.' [Chayanov, 1966: 218].

As they stand, these models of resource allocation are formally
static. However they can be used to generate two distinct models
of an 'evolving' economy: the evolution of the individual farm
within a given region, and the evolution of the agricultural region
itself; these two models are supposed to define the types of
inequality which may occur between peasants and regions. We
shall consider them in turn.

2. Models of Agrarian Evolution

EVOLUTION OF THE FARM
Let us start by taking a region with a given supply of land and

labour and a given commodity price structure. In Chayanov's work
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this defines a regional organisation of production, i.e. a structure of
activities rational for these factor proportions and product prices,
which all farms will share. The factor which is dynamic at the micro-
economic level is the growth of the individual family. The peasant
family experiences a life-cycle starting with the marriage of the
original nuclear couple, going on through child-bearing and rearing,
the maturation of the children and their splitting off the original
family to start new families of their own elsewhere. Over this cycle,
a definite shift occurs in the on-farm balance of supply and demand.
In terms of our Models 1 and 2, first of all the MU curve shifts
steadily to the right as new children are born and their mouths are
added on at the family meal-time. Later the MD curve follows it to
the right and eventually catches up, as the working capacity of
growing children begins to catch up with their consuming capacity
and their hands are added to the family labour-force.8 This cycle is
set out in Table 1, with two variants for Models 1 and 2.

TABLE 1
The peasant family life-cycle

Year No. in family Family Income Sown Days per worker
income per area

con- work- consumer worked idle
sumers ers

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

(D1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

(2)
2
3
4
5
6

2
3
4
5
6

(3)
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

(4)
200
300
400
500
600

200
270
320
350
360

(5)
100
100
100
100
100

100
90
80
70
60

(6)
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

2.0
2.7
3.2
3.5
3.6

(7)
100
150
200
250
300

100
135
160
175
180

(8)
265
215
165
115
65

265
230
205
190
185

20 600 100 6.0 100 265

According to Model 1, over 5 years family size increases from two
adults to two adults plus four children. By year 5 there are six con-
sumers but still only two working adults (cols. 2, 3). However, the
required family output is uniquely determined by the culturally fixed
subsistence needs of the whole family; therefore total family income
(col. 4) rises proportionally with family size, and income per head
remains constant (col. 5). Similarly sown area (col. 6) and days
worked per worker (col. 7) vary uniquely with family size in spite
of the increasing disutility of labour.

In Model 2 however, subsistence requirements are not fixed but
variable, because of the downward-sloping marginal utility schedule.
Since in our given region other things are equal, shifts to the left or
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right in the MU schedule are determined by the number of family
consumers, while similar shifts of the MD schedule are determined
by changes in the family labour force; since both marginal utility
and disutility are variable with respect to income, the equilibrium
is determined by the number of family consumers and of family
workers simultaneously. Chayanov does this using their ratio (i.e.
col. 2 divided by col. 3, the 'consumer-worker ratio') which I call
the 'dependency ratio'. This generates the backward-sloping supply
curve of labour— as family consumer demand rises with a constant
number of family workers (cols. 2, 3) and therefore a rising depend-
ency ratio, the supply of days actually worked (col. 7) and total
family income (col. 4) also rise, but not enough to maintain income
per head (col. 5). Part of the income per head which Model 1
generates in the fifth year is now taken out in leisure, because of
the rising marginal disutility of labour.

After a long period, say 20 years, all the children enter into full-
time employment on the farm, the number of workers rises to equal
the number of consumers, and the dependency ratio, income per
head and days worked per worker are all restored to their initial
values; only the farm is now three times as big as before.

The value of Model 2 as opposed to Model 1 is that it shows us a
way of explaining inequalities of income per head, and of why some
families work longer hours than others. The disadvantage of Model
1 is that it's very easily refuted, and indeed another focal point of
statistical discovery in the investigations carried out from the 1870s
onwards was establishing that in actual fact the distribution of land,
wealth and income among peasant families living in the same village
was indeed unequal. There were diehards, of course. The Moscow
budget statistician Pervushin is reported to have argued that it was
not the living standards that were unequal; rather the methods of
data collection, based on the faulty recollections of illiterate peas-
ants, were unequal to the task. [Chayanov, 1912-13 : Vyp. II, pp.
XVIII - XIX]. For other such as Chelintsev the important point was
not that subsistence levels were in theory uniform, but that they
were fixed for each family, and for a whole area only in an average
sense. [Chelintsev, 1918 : 8] But to many it must have seemed
absurd to go on talking about culturally fixed levels of subsistence,
when levels of subsistence turned out to be highly variable over
space and time. Many writers continued to adhere to the idea of
fixed subsistence requirements; the discovery of inequality, how-
ever, gave the Marxist study of the village an entirely new impetus
which surfaced in the course of the 1890s with works by Gurvich
and Lenin.9 Chayanov's contribution was to provide a non-Marxist
explanation of economic inequality. He rejected the idea of culturally
fixed subsistence; he also rejected the idea that economic inequality
was socially determined in its origins and irreversible in its conse-
quences. [Chayanov, 1927 : 112-114, 119; 1966 : 245-255]

The origins of inequality, he thought, were demographic. Inequali-
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ties of family income and farm size depended on family size as it
rose and fell through the family life-cycle. Inequalities of income and
land per head depended on the changing family composition,
measured by the dependency ratio which rose and fell through the
family life-cycle. In consequence, inequality itself was neither rever-
sible nor irreversible, but cyclical.10 In conclusion, inequality within
peasant society, far from showing the decomposition of peasant
society into a rural bourgeoisie and rural working class, emphasised
the purely peasant processes of a homogeneous family-based
economy.

In this light we shall consider briefly some arguments and figures
from a survey analysed by Chayanov. This was a survey of wealth,
income and expenditure on 101 farms in a district of Khar'kov
province in 1910 (it was published in 1915 and is certainly one of
the classics of statistical literature before the revolution). Table 2
shows these 101 farms grouped by sown area per farm, one of the
few indicators of economic activity which were both relatively
unambiguous and which every census and survey however partial
or incompetent could be relied on to produce; grouped, that is,
according to standard practice. "

Chayanov's argument in relation to Table 2 can be roughly para-
phrased into four main points:

(a) Farm size is correlated with family size (cols. 1, 2). Is this
a causal relationship, or are both variables reflecting another
causal factor?

(b) We know that sown area is not a given constant for the
individual farm, because all farms can and do mobilise land at
short notice through the short-term rented land market.
Therefore sown area cannot be a determinant.

(c) Therefore family size and family growth are the independent
variables: as the family grows, the farm takes in more land
through short-term rent. The family labour force can exploit
the increased sown area through increased capital invest-
ment and increased capital productivity.

(d) This means that we can see the families in the various strata
I-V as being in various stages of the family life-cycle. Leav-
ing aside group 1, as farm size increases the percentage of
'young' families in each stratum falls. Group II is composed
of 'young' families which have just split off from families in
groups IV and V. Group III families are in the period of most
overburdened growth, and have the highest dependency
ratio (col. 5). Group IV and V are composed of large, mature
extended families on the point of fragmentation and decay.
[Chayanov, 1915 : 10-13]

The dependency ratio assumes a crucial role in Chayanov's
analysis because it determines inequalities of income per head. As
the dependency ratio rises, output per worker is supposed to rise
and income per head to fall. In Table 3 we see the same 101 farms
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TABLE 2

Family size and sown area of 101 peasant farms of Starobel'sk
district, Khar'kov province in 1910, grouped by sown area per farm.

Group

I
II

III
IV
V

Total

Sown Area
per farm.

des.*

0- 3.00
3.01- 7.50
7.51-15.00

15.01-

No.
of

farms

11
17
26
25
22

101

Average
sown
area
des.*

(D
.02

1.76
5.56

11.60
23.09

Number per

souls consmrs

(2)

4.73
4.35
6.28
9.37

11.41
7.66

(3)

3.22
2.88
4.13
6.09
7.39
5.01

family:

workers

(4)

2.55
2.18
2.82
4.34
5.25
3.57

Depend-
ency
ratio

(3)/(4)

(5)

1.29
1.33
1.48
1.41
1.41
1.40

Percent'
age
of

'young'
families

per
group**

(6)

36.4
76.4
38.5
4.0

•

27.7

* 1 desyatina = 2.7 acres.
** Families defined as 'young' are composed of nuclear couples with children none of

which is aged more than 17 years old.

Source: Chayanov [1915: 10, 13].

grouped by the degree of dependency embodied in the family struc-
ture. Here we see that expenditure per head falls only above the
average value of the dependency ratio (col. 2) for all households
taken together. Other figures not shown here also demonstrate this
for each group of households when land sown per head is held
constant.

Under this table Chayanov notedf7975 : 18] that expenditure per
head appeared to be roughly indifferent to changes in the depen-
dency ratio; this in itself would appear to have been a setback for
his theory (Model 2) as a predictive model. In fact, a closer look at
Table 3 shows a perfect rank correlation between expenditure per
head (col. 2) , size of family (col. 3) and net family income (col. 4).
So perhaps one might conclude from this that family dependency
was a relatively insignificant factor in economic inequality, and that
farm size and family income per head are related together and with
other factors in much more important ways.

And in fact this study, like every other study in the history of
Russian agrarian statistics, showed a systematic direct association
between farm size, family size, land per head, wealth per head and
income, savings and investment per head. Those associations which
have not already been illustrated are shown in Table 4, and are not
substantially modified in any other survey between 1870 and 1917.
It was these inequalities which Leninists used to build up their
theory of the capitalist differentiation of the peasantry and the
causes of the growing rural labour and product markets.
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TABLE 3

Income, expenditure and family size on 101 peasant farms of
Starobel'sk district, Khar'kov province in 1910, grouped by family

dependency.

Source

ependency
ratio

1.00-1.15
1.16-1.30
1.31-1.45
1.46-1.60
1.61-

e : Chayanov

Net disposable
income per

worker, roub.

(D

68.1
99.0

118.3
128.9
156.4

[1915 : 9, 181

Expenditure
per consumer

roub.

(2)

67.3
78.7
87.5
85.2
81.7

Number of
consumers

(3)

3.1
5.3
5.8
5.8
5.4

Family net
disposable

income, roub.

(4)

209
408
508
494
441

TABLE 4
Income, expenditure and wealth per head on 101 peasant farms of
Starobel'sk district, Khar'kov province in 1910, grouped by sown

area per farm.

oup

I
II

III
IV
V

Sown area
per farm

des.

_

0- 3.00
3.01- 7.50
7.51-15.00

15.00-

Sown area
per head

des.

(D
***
.40
.89

1.26
2.02

Agncult.
capital*

per head.
roub.

(2)

7.2
20.1
49.0
71 ..3

106.3

Income per
head.

from
agri-
cult.

(3)

4.9
28.6
45.8
57.8
93.5

roub.

total

(4)

30.8
43.5
56.2
64.5
94.5

Sav-
ings**

per head
roub.

(5)

-.5
2.2
7.7

12.1
25.1

Source : Chayanov [1915 : 10, 13, 18, 121]

* Farm equipment and stock. Personal property is distributed somewhat less unequally
than this, and buildings are distributed less unequally still.

** After valuation at local market prices of all goods produced and consumed in kind.
*** Negligible. These 'farms' probably had small vegetable plots in the back yard, a couple

of pigs, etc.

We can see the difficulties involved in the family life-cycle at
a deeper level by looking at the question of complementary factors
to labour. We start with the case of the young nuclear family about
to start the process of farm and family expansion. We know (from
materials such as those in Table 4) that these small 'young' families
belong to the poorest stratum of peasant society. So how is the
farm and family growth to be financed? Just at the moment when
the growing family needs to increase production most rapidly —
when several children have been born and none is yet old enough
to work on the farm — the family labour resources are under the
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greatest strain, having to provide for increased consumption of the"
wife and children from the initial stock of land and capital appro-
priate for the support of a man and wife only. And increased
consumer demand immediately conflicts with the increased invest-
ment required to bring family resources into balance with family
requirements in the future. This family crisis, moreover, attacks
families which are poorer, not richer than average.

Where do the extra supplies of land and capital come from? First
we shall consider capital, then land. It was pointed out above that
when Chayanov analysed savings decisions he used Model 1, not
Model 2. This involved assuming on the peasants' behalf "a desire
to maintain a constant level of well being." [Chayanov, 1966 : 218]
If this was helpful in understanding consumption standards and
savings decisions over the family life-cycle, then we would expect
to find the small families with low dependency ratios having (a)
the highest levels of income per head, and (b) the highest levels of
savings per head. Families would use the early years of low depen-
dency to save up for the period of child-rearing and family growth,
when savings and the availability of resources would be most con-
strained. In fact we see that small farms have (a) the lowest levels
of wealth, income and consumption, and (b) the lowest savings
ratios, perhaps ± 5% compared with + 25% on the largest farms.
So it is hard to see internal accumulation as a source of comple-
mentary factors for the growth of small farms.

If the supply of capital on small farms is relatively restricted, we
can then ask whether there was any flexibility in the productivity of
existing capital. In the cited budget survey, Chayanov put forward
a theory of "complex cooperation" (slozhnaya kooperatsiya). He
suggested that as the family labour force grows in absolute size
there is a large increase in the possibilities of raising the land-labour

The powers of the worker who coordinates his labour with two or
three other workers increase so much that they cannot be absorbed
on the allotment area [alone] and allow the widespread utilisation of
rent. The greater the number of workers united in one family, the
wider is the possibility of applying complex cooperation, and the greater
is the possibility of expanding the farm's own sown area beyond the
limits of the allotment area.' [Chayanov, 1915: 12].

ratio: This increase in the land-labour ratio is implicitly within the
limits of any given activity, and is specifically independent of new
capital formation and the realisation of internal economies of scale
[Chayanov, 1915: 12, 15]: that is, the possibilities of increasing the
land-labour ratio expand as the number of family workers increases
and the capital-labour ratio falls. Consequently, it necessarily
involves the substitution of labour or land for capital as well. This
kind of factor substitution seems to have been a logical and even
inherently necessary part of the explanation of how small poor
families transform themselves into large wealthy families.
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However, to assert that land may be substituted for capital
immediately begs the question of land supplies to which we pre-
sently turn. To assert that labour may be substituted for capital
within the limits of the activities engaged in by Russian peasants
is to ignore the evidence that Russian peasants faced sharply
diminishing short-run returns to labour for any given activity.12

There is no support for the existence of agricultural production
functions of the type required for 'complex cooperation'; in fact,
the theory of complex cooperation disappeared from Chayanov's
work after 1924. In 'Peasant Farm Organization' Chavanov simply
noted that peasants in this situation developed 'greater energy'
[1966 : 78].

Thus there is no satisfactory answer to the question of how
peasant families expand their reproducible assets over the family
life-cycle.

There are similar problems in explaining how peasants afford to
rent land, as they mobilise resources for family growth. It was noted
from the 1870s onwards, that typically the rent paid by peasants
for a hectare of arable land exceeded the net yield after all inputs
and outputs had been valued at local market prices and wages. In
other words, the return to labour on rented land was less than if
the labour-time required to cultivate a hectare had been sold on the
local labour market at the ruling wage.

These findings were used by Chayanov's school to show how
bourgois accounting techniques failed to understand peasant econ-
omy, since the peasant was aiming to maximise net utility in terms
of annual consumption needs and annual labour, not to maximise
the return per day worked. In fact this specific case does not square
easily with the idea of maximum net utility, which would be fully
consistent with switching marginal labour from the low return
activity (farming rented land) to the high return activity (wage
labour) — unless we revise the idea of utility and go back to Model
1 where the peasant is indifferent to marginal income and to the
cost of production of subsistence.13 This in itself is another interest-
ing indication of the way ideas of utility and subsistence become in-
tertwined. But the important thing to note is perhaps that rent trans-
actions were in themselves expensive. Moreover we know relatively
small farms tended to face higher rents and lower yields on rented
land than large farms [Anfimov, 1961 : 152. 155, 160]. Here we find
another factor which must have inhibited the growth of small farms.

So far we have considered the constraints on small farm growth
created by the conditions of on-farm agricultural production. It may
be asked whether the possibilities facing small farming families
outside their own agriculture may have allowed them to raise cash
in handicrafts or wage-labour markets to be ploughed back into the
land. Firstly, it is true that small farms regularly invested a far
greater proportion of their annual labour-time in off-farm work than
large farms — 26% for group I of Chayanov's Starobel'sk study.
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falling steadily to less than 1 % for group V. [Chayanov, 1915 : 88,
90] In other words, poor farmers made up their income with wage
and handicraft labour, attracted to these activities, according to
Chayanov, by winter unemployment on the farm and relatively low
returns per day worked on the farm itself. [1966 : 107]

Secondly, the stratification patterns revealed by the income and
wealth tables of budget studies like Chayanov's included off-farm
incomes in their totals; thus, the inequalities shown in Tables 3 and
4 are those after off-farm incomes have been taken into account.
Moreover the returns to off-farm labour must have been generally
limited in a structural sense (the marginal return to labour was
below the average and falling sharply), since the permanent rural
wage-labour force was still relatively small: few peasants had
specialised completely in off-farm work. In addition, the type of off-
farm work available to poor peasants may have brought a lower
return per day worked than the work available to middle and especi-
ally rich peasants. [Chayanov, 1915 : 88, 90, 121]. Thus the pattern
of inequality in the labour market forges another link in the chain
of restraints affecting small farm growth.

It took Chayanov twelve years from the first formulation of the
utilitarian labour-consumer balance to consider the role of savings
and investment in the family life-cycle. In fact, as he pointed out
four chapters into 'Peasant Farm Organization', the whole preceding-
postulation and analysis of the family life-cycle went under the
assumption that one may ignore changing capital and investment
requirements. [1966:210]

EVOLUTION OF THE REGION
The principal geographer of the organisation of production school

was Chelintsev, and the others took their bearings from him — in
this respect it would be more accurate to speak of Chelintsev's
rather than Chayanov's school. Chelintsev was a Model 1 adherent,
believing in culturally fixed subsistence requirements for his theory
of demand well into the 1920's. In his consideration of the develop-
ing agricultural region, the dynamic factor is again population
growth. We lift the assumptions that we made in studying the
individual family life-cycle, i.e., a given regional population, land-
labour ratio and price structure.

What happens as population grows and population density in-
creases? The answer is that labour must be substituted for land, to
maintain peasant living standards. The economists of Chayanov's
time believed in short-run fixed coefficients of production; some of
them, like Chelintsev, believed that these coefficients were also fixed
in the long-run. If this is so, then labour intensity of production is
defined by the structure of activities. Therefore, labour can only be
substituted for land by substituting labour-intensive activities for
labour-extensive ones. As Chelintsev wrote [1928 : 13-16],
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'the decline of land abundance involves . . . the necessary substitution
of sectors and crops constantly towards the curtailment of the extensive
ones and the expansion of the intensive ones.'

Normally we think of activity substitution under these assump-
tions as having certain price conditions. These are illustrated in
Table 5. If we range trie set of possible activities according to
their land-labour ratios (as in col. 1) then the peasants who want
to substitute labour for land (raise the labour-land ratio) will
choose their activities out of a list in which, as the labour require-
ment per hectare rises, the yield per hectare rises (col. 2) and
the yield per day worked falls (col. 3) . Any activity for which the
yield per hectare is less than for the one above it, or for which
the yield per day worked is less than for the one below it, would
not be an efficient choice. Given that such a list exists and is
without limit, labour can be substituted for land without limit.

TABLE 5
Labour and output coefficients for a hectare of various crops.

Crop

Rye
Potatoes
Flax

Man-days required per
hectare

d)

20
50
80

Value yield
per hectare

(2)

30
40
60

Value yield
per day worked

(3)

1.50
.80
.75

However, if the price structure is wrong, the list may be a finite
one. If the regional economy, facing diminishing land supplies,
comes to the end of the list, there are two possible solutions.
We can alter the original terms of the model and assume that
in the long run capital can be substituted for land, so that long-
run production coefficients are variable. Nevertheless, production
coefficients may remain fixed ex post — because what we describe,
in looking at the bottom end of the list of rational-choice activities,
is what happens when the regional economy meets a price con-
straint. Low prices for labour-intensive products, through their
income effects, can become savings constraints if the economy
is poor enough initially. In such a situation the region may be
unable to save enough to alter techniques of production. Con-
sequently, a second solution may be defined: a region facing
declining land supplies per head and price constraints on factor
substitution will face underemployment and underdevelopment.

Chelintsev emphasised the theoretical possibility of price con-
straint [1928: 17-18], but in practice he never used such a concept
in his empirical work. Theoretically he was also able to cope with
the possibility of price constraint by a neat conjunctural trick.
He argued that population density determines two things simul-
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taneously: the factor-intensity of production (i.e. the structure of
activities), and the level and structure of effective demand for
agricultural products — in such a way that demand and the
regional price structure were always consistent with the desired
activity structure [1910: 7-9; 1918: 51-63]. Consequently each
region exhibited a constantly shifting equilibrium in both product
and factor markets, which precluded the analysis of surplus-
population or underdevelopment. History's setbacks, he wrote,
are marginal and temporary; the general thrust of history is pro-
gress (vsegda eshche vperedj [1910: 24].

The general picture of regions of Russia which we derive from
Chelintsev's work is as follows. Range the regions in order of
increasing population density, and we find a logical sequence of
increasing factor-intensity of production and a logical shift in the
structure of activities from nomadic cattle-raising in the East and
South-East, through the long fallow and then the three-field sys-
tems of the Trans-Volga and Central Russia to the beet and flax
farms of the densely settled West and the intensive dairy and vege-
table farms of the Northern industrial provinces. Since the popula-
tion density of each region is steadily growing, each successive
region shows the one behind it the image of its own future
[Chelintsev, 1910: 7; 1918: 14].

At this point one can begin to pick out some common features
of Chayanov's analysis of individual family farms and Chelintsev's
analysis of agricultural regions. These features were sharply at
variance with the developing Marxist social science.

Both the regional analysis and the analysis of the family life-
cycle were based on a common statistical method: we take a
cross-section of regions, or farms, and assume that they represent
a chronological sequence as well as a statistical one. This requires
certain additional assumptions that in practice weren't fulfilled —
that each region faced asset of prices consistent with its need to
intensify production and raise yields per hectare as population
density increased; and that each farm faced returns consistent with
its need to expand with family growth. However, different regions
— and different farms — have different histories, which means that
they start out relatively rich or poor. These different histories
interact, which means that small farms are poor because large rich
farms set the prices which constrain small farm growth. Similarly,
advanced regions engage in inter-regional and international trade
at prices which cause backward regions to underdevelop. In this
type of situation there is no guarantee that small farms will actually
evolve into large farms, or that regions of land-extensive cultivation
can actually be transformed into regions of land-intensive cultiva-
tion.14 In Russia we see these phenomena compounded by the
formation of labour-surplus in small farms and backward regions,
and its partial diversion through local and migrant labour markets
as a resource available for exploitation by the developing sectors
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of the agrarian and industrial economies. This raises further
questions to which we now turn.

3. The Allocation of Labour and the Roots of Neopopulism
Here we find two types of theory of economic inequality. In

one set of theories, economic inequality represents leads and
lags in historical progress. Rich farms and advanced regions are
the standard-bearers of the future, while poor farms and back-
ward regions are the other ranks who follow up behind. In the
other type of theory, some farms and regions are rich and
advanced precisely because other farms and regions are poor
and backward. Now it seems to me that the latter type of theory
is definitely superior in explaining what actually happened in
Russian agrarian history. But although this is an implied criticism
of the organisation of production school theories, it is also impor-
tant to ask a further question, which will tell us even more about
these views; how was it that they were so influential, why is it
that eminent and competent economists of our own day regard
them as pioneers in the formulation of a correct theory of peasant
economy?

Normally one would show the strengths and weaknesses of a
school by its performance in debate; that way, we could see how
its representatives defended themselves. In this case it would
be a difficult task. Members of the school did not 'engage in
debate', in print at least, even between themselves. Disagreements
remained implicit, names were rarely mentioned; criticisms from any
source were seldom acknowledged, or answered. No doubt this
sense of insulation reflected many hostile political pressures (in
the last years 1927-1930 the pressures became overwhelming, the
insulation collapsed and was followed, not by debate, but by
the political capitulation of Chayanov, Chelintsev and Makarov).
So rather than reconstruct an imaginary argument, I will simply
make a few general remarks.

Firstly, Chayanov was the first Russian economist to build a
micro-economic theory of the peasant economy. This in itself was
a lasting contribution and a position of strength. Moreover, he
achieved this position as one whose career was integrally linked
with the progress of Russian agrarian statistics, and as one who
utilised his access to a unique store of empirical data about the
peasant economy.

Secondly, Chayanov's theoretical work was rooted deeply in
the real relations of the Russian peasant economy, in the following
sense. Low and uncertainly rising living standards can certainly
provide the basis for a working assumption involving the opera-
tion of culturally determined subsistence aspirations — for the
short period, or long period, or in an average sense — particularly
when such aspirations are in many ways embodied in the peasant
culture. Low and unstable rates of saving can similarly uphold
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the idea of a low or zero utility attached by peasants to investment.
Where the family life-cycle is concerned, there was indeed sub-
stantial social mobility within the village, sometimes (but not
necessarily systematically) related to the generation and regenera-
tion of individual families. In the same way, apparent regularities
can be observed in the economic contrast between the productive
systems and populations of different regions. And all these were
in many ways expressed in that most dangerous guide, the
contemporary common sense.

The differences between the real relations and the theoretical
relations proposed by Chayanov and his school are not always
so difficult to see. Easily the most complex question, however, is
that of the allocation of labour between on-farm work, off-farm
hired work and idleness; moreover it is a particularly crucial ques-
tion. For the neopopulists it directly involved the qustion of the
labour-consumer balance and the assumption that the rural labour
market is insignificant; for the Marxists it involved the question of
rural surplus-population or labour-surplus, the growth of the labour
market, of migrant labour and of capitalist relations in agriculture.15

At the heart of Chayanov's work lies the idea of the peasant
farm as a fundamental unit of economy, a form which is self-
defining and self-perpetuating — like feudalism, capitalism and
socialism it is capable of constantly reproducing itself. The defining
feature of peasant economy was the virtual absence of a labour
market — not the absence of cash crops or of markets in general,
but the fact that the peasant economy was operated by non-
wage family labour on the family farm: this family labour received
not its marginal product but its average net product. Nor was
the idea of fixed subsistence requirements necessarily involved in
the definition, although they often became compounded. The crucial
condition for the stable manifestation of normal peasant behaviour
was the absence of a labour market, and the operation of the family
economy by family labour,

Marxists did not essentially dissent from this as a matter of
definition; there is no detectable difference between Chayanov's
notion and the Marxist notion of the direct producer who owns
the means of production. The argument was rather over the
relations in which peasants historically engage, and their impact
on the peasantry itself.

Thus Marxists went on to argue that it was wrong to assert
that peasant society was stable or homogeneous, or that peasants
did not exploit one another. They argued from the same statistics
that in fact peasant society was breaking up, slowly but surely,
ever since the Emancipation of 1861, as a result of the forced
monetisation of the peasant economy engineered by the taxation
system, the growth of the international and domestic grain trade
stimulated by world industrialisation, and the domestic industrial-
isation and urbanisation of Russia. As a result a rural bourgeoisie
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and a rural proletariat were emerging, and the social tensions that
we find in urban society were already irreversibly present in the
village.

The different points of view are in many ways summed up in
Table 6 which shows some important indices of the rural labour
market in Starobel'sk district. Two conclusions may be drawn
from it.

(a) In one sense the agricultural labour market barely existed.
On no group of farms did the proportion of hired labour-time
exceed 10% of the total employed (col. 2), the highest
interval of farms employing 9.3% in this way. The average
for the whole sample is 5.5%. When, in the context of
Starobel'sk district, Chayanov sought to justify his assump-
tion of the virtual absence of a labour market, he referred
to these figures [1915: 52-53].

(b) Referring to the enormous matrix of raw materials published
in the second half of his study, we find a different picture.
In the lowest intervals of farm size less than 20% of farms
hired any labour, compared with 77% of the highest interval
(col. 5). Season labour was the virtual preserve of middle
and large farms (col. 4). Participation of sellers in the labour
markets was even more highly skewed, accounting for 9 1 %
of the lowest interval and only 14% of the highest (col. 9).

Taking the whole table there are some clear regularities. While
the labour market as a whole was extremely shallow, participation
in it was widespread and unequal. Small farms tended to hire out
labour to large farms. Taking all types of participation together
(col. 10), labour market activity was least pronounced among
middle peasant farms.

This sort of analysis fits admirably the Marxist-Leninist theory
of the capitalist differentiation of the peasantry. Nevertheless, two
points may be taken to be at variance with it. Firstly, the Table
shows a considerable area of overlap in labour market participation.
Not all large farms hired labour-power, and some were selling it
to other farms. The opposite is true for small farms. In addition,
there is a substantial grey area, particularly in the middle range,
where farms both hired and sold labour in the course of the same
year. Thus the figures do not reveal any unambiguous class barrier
in the village; moreover it reveals some marginal element of truth
in the idea that labouring on another's farm was simply a mutual
favour to be returned shortly.

Secondly, if we return to the regularities rather than the marginal
ambiguities, we can ask a further question: how can we specify
why these regularities appear? Part of the answer, obviously, is
that small farms are poor and large farms are rich. Small farms face
price constraints set by large farms in factor and product markets
which, given minimum consumption as an additional constraint
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(not a fixed aspiration) and difficulties in substituting labour for
capital and land, prohibit the full employment of small peasant
labour on small farms. Conversely, rich peasants face labour-
scarcity.

This is consequently a theory of underemployment. However,
the labour-consumer balance is also a theory of employment and
leisure. Table 1 (col. 8) showed how the balance of employment
and idleness varies over the family life-cycle; it differs from the
Marxist theory at two points. Firstly, in Chayanov's Model 2 idle-
ness is concentrated among the smallest and largest farms, and
no family is necessarily fully employed. Secondly, it is a theory
of leisure-preference interacting with consumer needs — there is
an axiomatic assumption that idle labour is voluntarily unemployed.
In Chelintsev's words the peasant works to that margin 'beyond
which the peasant farm does not want to proceed' [1918: 126].

Modern economists will probably be familiar with the argument
of writers like Myrdal [1968: 2044-2054] who suggests that under-
employment can be regarded as involuntary, (a) when the con-
straints within which employment choices are made bear more
heavily on the most needy (when small peasants do not work
because, in conditions of capital scarcity, the marginal productivity
of labour is declining sharply, and when they cannot save or
accumulate because they are already very poor) — and (b) when
the structural transformation of the economy necessary to provide
accumulation and employment is beyond the power of poor
peasants in their individual labour market situations. Under these
conditions the underemployment of poor peasants can be seen as
involuntary.

The problem arises when we look at the actual distribution of
idle labour-time in the peasant economy. Virtually all the data
we possess are imputed rather than directly measured, and are
therefore sufficiently problematic for exact figures to be worth little
without extensive qualification [Maslov, 1930: 17-52]. But few
studies provide any basis for asserting that idle labour was con-
centrated among poor farms and poor regions — typically the
imputations yielded large reserves of labour in all farms and
regions. This is also true of the Starobel'sk sample [Chayanov,
1915: 88-90]. While on-farm employment per man is highly sen-
sitive to the size of the whole farm, it typically expands at the
expense of contracting the family's employment in handicrafts and
hired work, leaving a roughly indifferent or fluctuating residual.16

Therefore, because the on-farm agricultural labour-surplus and
agricultural incomes are more unequally distributed than total
unemployment and total incomes, the labour market appears as
a means of redistribution in favour of the smallest farms [Chay-
anov, 1966: 40, 181].

This argument obscures various important considerations, and
contains an element of truth. Firstly, conventional estimates of
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unemployed labour-time leave out of account the different pro-
ductivities of employed labour. The productivity per day worked
in both on-farm and off-farm activities seems to have been much
higher on large than small farms.17 Consequently, the meaning of
idle labour is liable to reflect a different choice on large and small
farms: involuntary on the latter, but reflecting leisure-preference
on the former. In fact Marxists of the 1920s argued that it simply
reflected a contradiction of underdeveloped agrarian capitalism;
most families were still peasant families, and few rich ones had
yet liberated themselves from the necessity of manual labour. But
to the extent that this had begun, idle labour-time necessarily
appeared in rich peasant families as leisure-preference [Maslov,
1930: 57-63; LJbkind, 1931: 147-149]. It was simply that in a
retarded context the division of labour between capitalists and
workers remained incomplete.

Secondly, Chayanov's theory held in view an element of the
economic reality — for rich peasants leisure-preference remained
a valid principle; moreover the labour market did provide an outlet
for the labour-surplus of poor peasants created in product, land
and capital markets, and peasants clearly entered the labour market
in rational expectation of gain.18

To summarise this section, it can be said that for all its faults,
Chayanov's theory of the peasant farm was based on many real
phenomena of underdevelopment: low rates of consumption and
saving, the prevalence of unemployed labour-power, its redistribu-
tion through the labour-market. It failed, however, to be a theory
of underdevelopment itself, of the origins of these phenomena,
and of the relations between farms and regions as a whole. It was
based on 'fictitious averages' and marginal irregularities rather than
systematic tendencies. The theory of farm organisation failed to
note the correlation of labour market participation with ex post
poverty, even in the shallow labour market in Starobel'sk district
on the edge of one of the most backward parts of European
Russia. The theory of regional organisation failed to note the
fact that the poorest farms of this district (Table 6, col. 8) con-
tributed so heavily to the annual flood of migrant labour from the
northern black-soil belt to the industrial North and the grain-
exporting South.

4. Conclusions
We shall now try to make a brief assessment of the strengths

of Chayanov's theory, firstly, taking the theory of voluntary un-
employment back to the labour-consumer balance and his theory
of demand in economic behaviour. The whole concept of wants,
needs and utility exercised an extraordinary fascination over Chay-
anov. Defining labour-surplus as voluntary unemployment meant
implying that peasants ate and worked as much as they wanted.
Marxists objected that this was an ideological mask for famine.
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disease and scarcity. On the other hand, it's true that utilitarian
man does what he chooses to do. I think Chayanov was troubled
by the idea that one can't measure wants independently of the
behaviours that are directed towards want satisfaction (one can't
measure the demand for bread separately from the effective demand
for bread). So it is difficult to test the suggestion that peasants
eat as much as they want, except in a way that guarantees its
validation.

For example, Engel's law states that food is a more immediate
want than clothes. Therefore, for given prices, at low income levels
a greater proportion of income will be spent on food than at high
income levels. Chayanov wanted to test this for the Russian
peasant economy. His procedure involved the conversion of income
and food consumption values into marginal utility values according
to a cardinalist formula, in order to prove a version of Engel's law
itself translated into marginal utility terms [Chayanov, 1924:
20-47]. Thus we now know that Russian peasants observed
Engel's law, but only after many pages of a pointless translation
of the argument to utility and back again; well — it was obviously
not 'pointless' to Chayanov, but was rather symptomatic of his
desire to find some measure of ex ante need to set up against
the modified form of effective demand imposed by social reality.

The further point of this seems to me as follows. The labour-
consumer balance is a theory of demand constructed from an
individualist point of view — from the point of view of one man.
However, in the economy, there are other men.19 This has two
consequences: firstly, the social scientists, standing outside the
peasantry which they try to analyse, can't use the labour-consumer
balance to say whether or to what extent ex ante needs are sat-
isfied, because they can only observe actual consumption.
Secondly, the labour-consumer balance couldn't grasp the con-
sequences for the individual peasant that he was not the only
person in the economy, and faced price and cost structures set
largely by other people — it couldn't grasp the difference between
ex ante needs and effective demands and the way that society
intervenes in the mediation between the two.20 The labour-con-
sumer balance could, however, take sides in the contemporary
battle of ideas about what the needs of peasant agriculture really
were.

The way that the subsistence theory (Model 1) does this is
perhaps obvious. Those who used it were trying to prove some-
thing about the peasant 'way of life' — that peasants received
'to each according to his needs' and that rural society operated
according to a law of subsistence, not the law of value. Moreover,
if the peasant economy ensured that peasants actually achieved
their subsistence requirements, and this was what the peasants
wanted, then there was no need to nationalise, socialise, municipal-
ise or collectivise it. Everything was already for the best.
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But since it could actually be proved that peasant society was
unequal, a theoretical gap developed; Chayanov sought to fill this
gap with a theory in which everyone achieves what they want, only
more or less rather than absolutely. And in the long run, and at
various other points where the statistics appeared to refute him,
he reverted to the subsistence theory. Subsistence requirements,
instead of being culturally fixed and uniform, were culturally var-
iable. Subsistence requirements were identified with the level of
consumption actually achieved; thus it was assumed that in the
long run peasants sought to maintain the distribution of consump-
tion currently achieved. In this way Chayanov's utility theory
perhaps also fulfilled a defensive role as regards the poverty and
social structure of underdevelopment.

It would be a mistake to see Chayanov's ideas as simply
Utopian or based on conditions different from those which he
sought to describe. Like Chayanov and his Marxist critics, I would
insist on the contemporary origins of his work in many real aspects
and problems of resource allocation and change in the Russian
peasantry. It is no accident that, for a crucial decade of history,
the war years to early NEP, Chayanov and his colleagues were
almost the only people working on these problems, gathering data,
analysing and publishing them, who involved themselves both
on the theoretical side and in the organisational problems of the
cooperative movement, the early sovkhozy and the supply system
of agricultural products.

Their work may be described as a systematic selection of the
agricultural reality with which they were so closely involved. It
was a selection of reality, rather than a comprehension of the
whole, in that it selected real tendencies of the peasant economy
but presented them incoherently, in such a way that their real
relation was obscured. This selection was systematic in that it
was directed towards the formulation of an abstract model of
'peasant economy' and some derived, highly concrete, political
proposals — the possibility of cooperative modernisation of peasant
agriculture, which would draw all the productive forces of the
village into a strategy of economic development which would be
both mass based and free of class antagonisms. It was the
advocacy of this alternative which bound Chayanov's fate to that
of NEP.

NOTES
1 On Chayanov's life see Kerblay [1966] and Jasny [ 1972: 200-203]. On

Chayanov and Gosplan see Lenin [1932: 24]: Mr. Stephen Wheatcroft of
C.R.E.E.S., University of Birmingham kindly drew the latter to my
attention.

2 See Medvedev [1972: 113-114]. In Chayanov [1966] his date of death
is given as 1939; however, Solzhenitsyn [1974: 50] reports that Chayanov
was in Alma-Ata at the time of his re-arrest and final disappearance in
1948.
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3 Chayanov [1966] contains 'Peasant Farm Organization', an English trans-
lation of Chayanov [1925] and a short article translated from the German,
'On the Theory of Non-Capitalist Economic Systems'. This was followed
by Cajanov [1967: I-VIII], which contains reproductions in the original
Russian of a whole range of Chayanov's major works between 1915
and 1929. A further work of Chayanov is to be published in English
translation under the title of 'Peasant Cooperation', edited by Isaac
Guelfat.

4 The charges of 1930, never tried in open court, have recently been
resurrected. See Chinchikov [1971: 39-40]. For the continuing practice
of selective misquotation in a recent work, see Zelenin. [1972: 223].

5 Non-agricultural work (handicrafts, trades and off-farm hired labour)
combines varying proportions of family labour and capital at zero land-
intensity. These activities are here assumed either not to exist or to
comprise a constant share of family labour-time at constant returns.

6 Chelintsev goes on to say that consumption levels are sensitive to wind-
falls (mistaken expectations). Elsewhere he writes [1918: 164] that
they are sensitive in the long run to changing levels of culture. For
Chayanov's formulation see his [1912-13. Vyp I, p. XIV].

7 Compare this with the treatment of Jevons [1970: 190-193]. The devel-
opment of the backward-sloping supply curve of labour and the concept
of the elasticity of demand for income is traced in Blaug [1964: 290-292].

8 This model first appears in Chayanov [1915: 4]; see also Chayanov
[1966: 57-58].

9 Marxist scholars of pre-Soviet days — Gurvich, Lenin, P. P. Maslov,
Rumyantsev, Khryascheva — by no means agreed in every major aspect.
For example, Gurvich, Rumyantsev and Khryascheva made major and
often incompatible contributions to the understanding of social mobility
within the peasantry; Lenin ridiculed the similar work of Chemenkov and
Vikhlyaev as "arithmetical zeal" [1964: 148]. What united them, of
course, was a class approach to agrarian inequality.

10 The term "cyclical mobility" is Shanin's. In spite of the arguments below
as to why there could have been no such thing as a life-cycle of the
family farm, there is much evidence to show that there was substantial
socio-economic mobility within the Russian village; this evidence has
usually been taken to prove that the family life-cycle really happened.
See Chayanov [1966: 67-68, 246-248], Kerblay [1971]. The theory of
cyclical mobility and the family life-cycle developed by Shanin [1972]
relies for the most part upon different mechanisms, but upon the same
mobility statistics. In a later paper I hope to argue that the statistics
are not susceptible to such interpretations.

11 For our purposes sown area can be considered as a useful indicator of
economic activity, as a proxy for income and wealth, but not, of course,
as the determinant. Again for our purposes it can be taken as physically
homogeneous (an important reason why it was so commonly used).

12 The evidence on this point is wide-ranging, although for the most part
indirect. Firstly, it is evident that most economists of the time believed
in short-run (if not long-run) fixed labour coefficients of production in
any given activity. A special case of this may be found in an alternative
economic model which Chayanov offers [1966: 91], based on the
assumptions of linear theory and applicable to all forms of economy (i.e.
a general model of allocation). Secondly, a simple model based on linear
assumptions (fixed coefficients of production) and incorporating resource
and minimum consumption constraints yields the prediction that at various
points in the economy specific forms of capital and labour-time will be
under-employed. If the minimum consumption constraint is operative,
then production coefficients which are fixed in the short run will remain
fixed for the long run as well, since the economy is not capable of
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accumulating new capital. In this case the various types of under-
employment will become secular. All these predictions are observed
in the Russian peasant economy.

13 The statistics are summarised in Anfimov [1961: 149-155]; additional
materials are found in Chayanov [1966: 236]. One wap of explaining
discrepant rents and yields is the possibility that (a) local average wage
rates failed to reflect declining marginal returns to labour in the labour
market, at the same time as (b) recorded yields of rented lands under-
estimated the true marginal returns to cultivating rented lands, because
rented non-allotment land brought with it external economies: rights
of way, or the restoration of balance in holdings deprived of meadows,
woodlands or water-sources in the settlement of 1861.

14 From its origins, Marxism has comprised both "underdevelopment" and
"sequential" theories of spatial economic growth and uneven develop-
ment. Today it is reasonable to argue that both have their separate
historical validities. For a long time neither theory acquired any very
formal description. But the application of "underdevelopment" ideas to
Russia's regions can, for example, be traced from Lenin [1964: 586-596]
to the highly coherent statement of Libkind [1930: 5-26].

15 There were, of course, many studies by populists and neo-classicals
such as Vorontsov, Postnikov, Manuilov, Kaufman, Lubny-Gertsyk. Ogan-
ovsky and others, on the subject of overpopulation and "land-hunger".
The contribution of the Marxists, while in some respects methodologically
diverse, was to pose this question against the background of capitalist
underdevelopment (Lenin, P. P. Maslov, Strumilin, Mints, Larin, Pavel
Maslov). Many of these studies, and others, are summarised in Maslov
[1930].

16 As the Starobel'sk sample shows. For a Vologda sample see Chayanov
[1966: 181].

17 Again this is indicated by the Starobel'sk statistics; but since these are
derived from imputed labour-time coefficients, it hardly seems worth
quoting them.

18 Hence the progressive significance of the labour market, breaking down
and ameliorating the bonded position of many peasants, for the con-
temporary Marxists [Lenin, 7964: 248-250].

19 See the pertinent comments of the neo-classical Prokopovich [1924:
124-125]. The assumptions required to aggregate individuals' preferences
into a family labour-consumer balance produce the family, theoretically,
as the individual agent — the "one man" — of the economy.

20 A further consequence of the labour-consumer balance and its "one
man" is the inability to investigate intra-familial relations, in particular
the sexual division of labour in society.
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